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The energy situation in 1974 has led many students of this problem
to argue that the American society should initiate policy actions to brake
the rate of economic
intermediate future.
growth (measured in value added) down to zero in the
The argument is not that the growth rate of each
economic activity should be brought down, but that the over-all rate
should be. This would require that some of the more energy-intensive
activities be induced to grow less rapidly, while other less energy-
intensive activities would be encouraged to grow more rapidly. The purpose
of this essay is to examine the possibility that agriculture would be a
prime candidate for more rapid growth, especially in exports, and to look
at the requirements that would precede, and at the consequences that
would follow from, such a transformation of agriculture. It is especially
important to consider the effects of such a transformation on the employ-
ment of labor for two reasons. First, we need to determine whether labor
will be available to produce the additional output. Second, given the
persistent unemployment and underemployment in the economy, we are
Interested in knowing -- for welfare reasons -- whether more rapid growth
in agriculture will create additional employment opportunities, and if
so, how many?
* Professor of Agricultural and Applied Economics.-2-
The organization of this essay is as follows. In the next section,
we characterize the role of energy in agriculture briefly, and then
demonstrate that agriculture is less energy-intensive, compared to many
other economic activities.
In section 3, we consider the future demand for U.S. agricultural
products. After glunpses at the trend in grain stocks and at the 1973
price-quantity situation for agricultural products, we turn to domestic
and export demand. In examining potential export demand, we look at
developed and at developing countries. For developed countries, the
unportant dynamic variables we discuss are population growth and income
growth; for developing countries, the facts discussed are population
growth, income growth, weather cycles, the natural environment, and
progress In increasing agricultural output.
In section 4, we evaluate the future prospects for agricultural out-
put growth in the United States. In succession, we consider: the
prospects for farm commodity prices that will facilitate increased pro-
duction; the potent~al for increases in yields per acre, or per animal;
the potential for increasing the acreage of land cultivated, and the
prospective availability of the production inputs required. Next, we
single out fertilizer as being an especially crucial input, and look
carefully at the needs for fert~l~zer and the possibilities that these
needs w~ll be met.
In section 5, we discuss several subsidiary influences that may be
felt on the demand or the supply of agricultural products, on input
availability, or on society’s welfare. The factors discussed are:-3-
high-lysme corn, meat substitutes, supply-increasing role of irrigation,
possible value of agricultural residues, research needs, effects on employ-
ment, and reserve stocks of grain.
Finally, in section 6 we summarize the principal findings, and the
conclusions we draw from this discussion.
2. Energy Utilization in Agriculture
In discussing the role of energy in agriculture, one must distinguish
between agricultural production and the entire food system. According to
Hlrst (l), the food system in the U.S. required in 1970 12-15 percent of
total energy production to get consumers’ food on the table. This energy





Wholesale and retail trade 16
Household preparation 30
TOTAL 100
Of total energy use in the economy, agriculture used 2-3 percent --
1-1.5 percent on farms directly (fuel for agricultural machinery and crop
drying, and electricity) and 1-1.5 percent indirectly, used in producing
farm inputs off the farm (fertilizer, pesticides, agricultural machinery,
and.so on).~1
lJ For an excellent discussion of energy use and conservation possibilities
in agriculture, see Gavett (13).-4-
Table 1 shows the number of Btu’s required (directly and indirectly)
per $ of gross output from selected economic activities, including the
ten most important farm enterprises, some manufacturing activities that
are more energy-intensive and some manufacturing and service activities
that are approximately the same or less energy-intensive than the farm
enterprises. It is clear that the more intensive activities have ten
or more times the energy requirements of the less intensive activities.
It 1s also clear that the energy content of agricultural products at
the farmer’s dellvery point is low compared to the outputs of other
economic activities m the United States. However, U.S. agriculture is
one of the most energy-intensive in the world, compared to other countries.
One aspect of the use of energy In agriculture is worthy of special
note. This ~s the crucial importance of petroleum and natural gas among
the dmect and indirect uses of energy by agriculture. Of the estimated
energy utilization of the ten farm enterprises shown in Table 1, the
proportion obtained from petroleum and natural gas ranged from 65 to 84
percent of the totals. The principal forms of energy directly used are
gasollne and diesel fuel for field preparation, planting, cultivating,
pesticide application and harvesting; and LP fuels for crop drying. Indirect
uses are for the production of purchased inputs such as fertilizer,
agricultural chemicals, and farm machinery, among others. Close substitutes
are not readily available for natural gas as an input in the production
of nitrogen and other fertilizers, petroleum and natural gas in the
product~on of agricultural chemicals, gasoline or diesel fuel for tractors














Meat animals & misc. livestock products 5.2
Cotton 6.1
Food, feed grains & grass seeds 6.9
Tobacco 5.2
Fruits & tree nuts 3.9
Vegetables, sugar & misc. crops 4.1
Oil seeds 6.3
Forest, greenhouse & nursery products 4.6




Petroleum refining & related products 19.7
Glass containers 16.3
Blast furnaces & basic steel products 26.2
Primary aluminum 37.8
Farm machinery 7.7
Computing & related machines 2.7
Radio & TV receiving sets 3.8
Electron tubes 4.8
Doctor & dentists 1.5
Hospitals 3.8
Educational services 5.0
Source: Robert A. Herendeen, The Energy Cost of Goods and Services,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Term. October
1973, Table 5 (in Herendeen’s nomenclature, these
measures are TOINBP)
J< Tens of thousands of Btu per $ of total final demand of the






per acre depend very much on the land-auqmentlnq
biochemical inputs (seeds, fertlllzer, and
High production per
mechanical equipment that gives a
acreages of land effectively.
man hour depends very much on the
farmer the capacity to operate large
Next we turn to a technological innovation that has important lmpll-
catlons for agriculture’s utilization of energy.
Minimum Tlllage and Its Effect on Energy Requirements for Agriculture.
One of the technological changes that has been under way in agriculture for




to make through each cultivated field with specialized equipment
the land; lay down fertlllzer; plant the crop; control insects,
diseases; and in general to grow out and harvest the crop. There
are s~gns that this innovation IS st~ll proceeding strongly for many crops,
most recently m the dlrectlon of “minimum tlllage.” Most influenced by
the new developments are the operations up to and lncludlng getting seed
(or plants) optimally placed In the furrows. Innovations of this sort will
generate considerable savings of energy used m powering field equipment
Whether lndlrect energy requirements are also reduced w1ll depend upon
whether the newly redundant field operations deternune
power requirement, or whetbr some field operation not




saved w1ll reduce the energy requirement per mllllon dollars worth of
output produced, other things being equal. This in turn w1ll increase
somewhat the relatlve advantage of U.S. farmers In producing the crops-7-
affected by the innovation of minimum tillage. It should be noted that
efficient, minimum tillage operations probably requzre a h~gher level of
management ability than do the more capital-intensive methods.
3. Future Demand for U.S. Agricultural Products —.
The last two years have seen a dramat~c turn-around In the economic
environment within which U.S. agriculture operates.. Since 1914 ayrlculture
has had the productive capacity to generate a supply that would press hard
against effective demand except In periods of unusually high demand
(World War I and II, the Korean War). Starting during the Great DepressIon,
different forms of supply limitation were tried with varying degrees of
success. The principal reliance was upon acreage controls for the crops m
oversupply, but a rapid rate of development of land-augmenting technology
reduced the effectiveness of that form of supply control. As a by-product
of the production control program, the USDA maintained -- from the end
of World War I into 1973 -- reserve stocks for the world In food graln~,
feedgrains, soybeans, cotton, peanuts and tobacco.
With the inauguration of the Nixon Adnmnlstration in 1969, the
Agriculture Secretary set about to get the USDA out of the business of
maintaining reserve stocks of storable agricultural products for the world.
With the assistance of both supply and demand developments, the two
secretaries have largely succeeded, as shown in Table 2. On the supply
s~de, since 1971 there have been subnormal grain crops in the U.S.S.R. ,
the People’s Republlc of China (P.R.C.), and other develop~nq countr~es
including India. One exporter, Argentina, has had less to exPort. There
have been drastic declines m the production of fish meal, a subst~tute
for ollseed meal as llvestock feed. On the demand side, continued econom~c-8-
Table 2
U.S. Grain Stocks Compared to Grain Utilization, .
Selected Periods, 1950-73
End of marketing year stocks as a per-
Period cent of total utilization
Wheat Rice Feedgrains Soybeans
Annual average.
—.
1950-1954 52.1 8.5 24.9 2.9
1955-1959 102.7 48.1 43.0 9.6
1960-1964 96.5 14.0 49.4 8.6
1965-1969 44.4 11.5 28.4 15.1
1970 64.2 18.3 27.1 18.7
1.971 48.6 23.0 18.9 7.8
1972 58.0 12.4 25.9 6.0
1973~’~ 21.7 5.7 15,0 4.6




growth In Western Europe and Japan has shifted upward the demand for fec’d-
gra~ns and soybeans as inputs to growing llvestock lndu<,trleq. As IIlcomo
growth exceeded the slow qrowth In supply, some developing countries wero
forced into the world food gran market on the buy~ng side.
The effects of the recent demand and supply developments on U.S.
agriculture can be illustrated in Table 3 which shows the pattern of recent
changes m prices received by farmers for the principal crop and llve-
stock products. In 1972 and 1973, prices moved briskly upward from the
levels around which they had fluctuated in the 1960’s. Gains by 1973 over
the 1965-67 period were recorded, ranging from 33 percent for tobacco and
35 percent for eggs to 132 percent for soybeans and 186 percent for rice.
Net export trade in grain, and in oilseeds and oilmeal rose from almost
53 mllllon metric tons m crop year 1971/72 to 82 m~lllon ~n 1972/73 and
are pro]ected to reach 92 million n 1973/74; for milllon 500-pound bales
of cotton, the corresponding estimates are 3.3, 5.3 and 6.0. (2)
In general, the additional export demand for U.S. feedgralns and 011-
seed products originated in the developed countries (principally Western
Europe and Japan) while exports of wheat and rice went largely to devclopmq
countries (In Afrlcat Asia and Latin America) , but also to Japan and
China. During the last two crop seasons U.S.S.R. and the Eastern ]!uropean
countries were net importers of wheat, rice, feedgralns, and ollseed
products from the U.S.
The interaction of population growth, income growth, and abnormal
harvests generated shortages m the importing countries relatlve to the

































































































Were the price-raising exports of the last two years due to a chance
confluence of several unlikely, individual events, or do they portend a
continuation of high export demand for the products of U.S. agriculture?
Per capita income growth is a fact of life in the developed countries,
and oftenl but at a slower pacel In the developing countries. Households
in developed countries with higher incomes demand qualitative Improvements
in their diets, and this demand works back to the inputs required for
livestock products, feedgrains and ollseed products. In combination with
income growth, rapid population growth is also a fact of llfe m the developing
countries. Demand growth is likely to focus more on foodgralns but zncome
growth will always lead somewhat m the dlrectlon of inputs for llvestock
production. The third znteractor on our stage comes into play largely out
of weather and other natural forces (inadequate moisture, floods, typhoons,
insects, diseases, failure of flshlng seasons, and so on). For the
developing world, this variable is likely to increase demand for U.S.
foodgraln exports. For developed countries, exports of food grain and
feedgrain may be demanded -- food grain for the human population, feedstuffs
to avoid disastrous liquidations of llvestock populations that would require
years to rebuild. Apparently, both these motives were involved in the large
purchases of food grain and feedgrain by the U.S.S.R. in 1973.
The fourth imponderable in the export demand situation is the rate of
growth in agricultural output that the developing countries can achieve
and sustain over the next few decades. Steady population growth of 2-3
percent per year and even moderate income growth can require steady
agricultural growth of 3 percent or more to avoid demand-pull mflatlonary-12-
rises in food prices.~f It is not possible for the writer to foretell this
particular future with any degree of confidence. It is difficult to muster
optimism for the intermediate future, without relying upon scientific break-
throughs that are not perceptible on the horizon at the present time.
Farming areas with adequate rainfall or irrigation will be brought under
the influence of the Green Revolution by the introduction of new varieties,
fertilizers, and chemical pesticides. After the initial leap forward in
yields, research in plant breeding and production techniques can make
possible small, steady increases m yields per acre in the favored areas,
which may not be more than 10 percent of the agricultural land m many of
the developing countries. Large, steady increases m agricultural output
for the less favorably endowed (arid) areas of the developing countries appear
to depend on new high-yielding varieties or upon large, expensive (irrigation)
Investments to insure adequate water supplies, or both.
Finally, many quite large agricultural regions of Africa, Asia and
Latin America not only have average moisture availabilities that compare
unfavorably with farming areas in the developed countries but many of them
have greater -- sometimes much greater -- variabllltles about those means.
These larger variances generate a great deal of year-to-year variability
m the food supplles in those regions. In turn, these wide fluctuations
m annual supplies increase the frequency with which “concession-price”
demands arise from these developing countries. If supplles of foodgrains
are made available by the developed countries on a need basis, lt seems
certain that demand for them will arise at “concession prices.”
2/ As Professor Sundqulst pointed out, we are likely to have cost-push —
inflatlon in any event.-13-
Anthony Ro]ko of the USDA’s Economic Research Service has recently
developed alternative estimates of the level, composition and value of
agricultural exports in 1985. Alternative I, a conservative alternative,
includes continued growth in import demand from both the developed and
developing countries, but growth constrained by high prices and self-
sufflclency policles of importing countries. Alternative II projects a
much stronger growth in livestock demand wzth demand-encouraging polic~es.
Table 4 gives the details of these
and for two levels of prices based
and m the rest of the world. The
two projections for 1985 by commodities,
upon rates of lnflatlon in the U.S.
conservative projection (I) is barely
above the actual physical volume of exports in 1972\73,~\ while the high-
demand projection is about 36 percent above 1972/73. The values of these
exports are estimated at $14.4 and $17.4 b~lllon for lower rates of
inflatlon in the U.S. and the rest of the world, $19.4 and $23.4 billion
for higher rates.~1
These pro]ectlons -- even the higher one -- do not appear to be
unreasonable, m the light of our earner discussion of population and
income growth, weather cycles, and agrictilturaloutput growth prospects
in the develop~ng countries. If one were moved ta add a third scenario,
I would suggest one in which inadequate agricultural output growth in the
developing countrzes, combined with frequent occurrences of unfavorable
weather and pestilence, would lead to larger demands at concession prices
for food grain -- wheat, rice, and corn for human consumption. Conceivably
~/ Approximately 87 million metric tons of wheat, coarse grains, milled
rice, cotton lint, and oil seed.
~\ Compared to $12.9 billion in 1973.-14-
Table 4
Projections of U.S. Agricultural Exports and Values, 1985














































































1 A conservative, continuation policy alternative
2 An optimistic, high-demand alternative
3 Annual inflation rate, 3% for U.S., 3.5-41 for the rest of the
world
4 Annual inflation rate, 5% for U.S., correspondingly higher for
the rest of the world
5 Not available.
Source: Anthony S. Rojko, “Future Prospects for Agricultural Exports,”
speech presented at Purdue University, August, 1973, USDA,
Economic Research Service.-15-
this might as much as double the 24 million metric ton offtake of wood-
grains projected for 1985, without diminishing greatly the demand prospects
for the feed-livestock commodities. One can conclude that the export demand
prospects for agricultural products are likely to be strong in the immediate
future and in the period beyond 1985. This demand is not likely to be
level from year to year, nor is it easy to predict the composition of
annual exports between foodgrain, feed and livestock products, and indus-
trial raw materials.
What of domestic demand for agricultural products in the U.S.?
The Increases required by 1985 may be known with considerably more precision
than for exports, depending as they do upon population growth, income
growth, and income elasticity of demand for the particular product. Table
5 shows the percent of change and the absolute changes projected from 1970
to 1985. For the feed and livestock products, the annual rate of increase
is around 2.5 percent per year, for food grain less than 2 percent per
year. In absolute volume the increases are 6.3 mllllon metric tons of
wheat and rice, 7.8 million tons of soybeans, and 58.6 million metric tons
of feedgrain. The pro]ected 1970-1985 Increase m domestic demand of 72.7
million metric tons for wheat, rice, feedgrains and soybeans compares with
Rojko’s project~ons of total export demand for these same crops of 80
million metric tons for alternative I and 110.4 million metric tons for
alternative II.
Thus the domestic demand outlook for agricultural projects -- especially
feed and livestock products -- is also favorable, although It IS not likely
to play as volatile a role as export demand. Only zero population growth-16-
Table 5

















Milled rice 22.5 0.3
Source: Anthony S. Rojko, “Future Prospects for Agricultural
Exports,” speech presented at Purdue University, August,
1973, USDA, Economic Research Service.-17-
and zero income growth would hold the growth in domestic demand down to
nominal levels. Income redistribution in favor of low-income households
would increase the demand for livestock products at the expense of food-
grain, root vegetables, and other inferior food commodities.
4. Future Supply of U.S. Agricultural Products
For several decades American farmers have been represented as being
anxious, within a favorable economic environment, to be allowed to produce,
unconstrained by production controls, as much as they like (or can) at
“high” prices. In 1974, this describes the present situation fairly
accurately, and the situation likely to prevail for the next year or two
at least. Beyond that the nature of the economic environment depends
largely on how rapidly farmers in the U.S. and in the rest of the world
succeed in stepping up agr~cultural output.
In the preceding section we discussed briefly and generally the
prospects for output increases in the developing countries, and found it
likely that demand would continue to press against supply, in the absence
of major technological breakthroughs not now visible on the horizon. As
for the U.S., there is some probability significantly greater than zero
that American farmers could in a year or two increase production enough
that supply would once more begin to press against effective demand. This
would bring markedly lower prices than at present, and would as well move
agriculture toward a renewed interest in production controls.
Let us examine in some detail prospects in the intermediate and long-
run future for rapid increases in output. First, what orders of magnitude-18-
of output Increases would be required from agriculture to meet domest~c
and export demand projected for 1985? Table 6 shows, for several of the
more important agricultural commodities, the absolute and relative
Increases required to hold world and domestic prices down to an acceptable
rate of Inflation. In terms of total quantity, the increases required are
123.6 mill~on metric tons (37 percent over 1970) for alternative I, 154
million metric tons (46 percent over 1970) for alternative II. Required
increases in foodgrain production tend to be smaller (31 percent for rice~
less than 24 percent for wheat) than those for feed and livestock commodities
(beef 41 percent, poultry almost 43 percent, feedgrains 42 and 57.5
percent for I and II, respectively, and soybeans 87.3 and 103 (!) percent
for I and II). Total milk production needs to increase only 3 percent by
1985, but milk for cheese production will need to increase by 90 percent.
The output Increases assumed to be required are sizable. Whether
these requirements wII1 be met in a timely manner, more than met, or not
met at all depends largely on four factors: (1) farmers’ expectations
w~th respect to commodity prices; (2) growth m crop yields per acre and
livestock production per arumal; (3) changes In the acreage of land
cult~vated; and (4) prices and availability of the relevant production
inputs. Next we discuss these factors m turn.
Farmers’ Price Expectations. Price expectations WL1l be discussed
first, because farmers must anticipate favorable commodity prices before
they WL1l act to reallze the production potentials represented in
(2), (3), or (4). Table 3 shows clearly that price changes m the last
two years have been substant~al -- substantial enough that the farmer-19-
Table 6
Projected Production Required of Selected
Agricultural Commodities, 1985, and 1970 Actual,
for Two Export Demand Alternatives
1985 1970 to 1985
Projections Relative Increase
1970 AlternativeL Alternative
Commodity Actual I II I 11





























































Source: Anthony S. Rojko, “Future Prospects for Agricultural Exports,”
speech presented at Purdue University, August, 1973, USDA,
Economic Research Service.
1 See Table 5 for a brief description of the two export demand alternatives.-20-
would Interpret stable prices at these levels as clear signals to increase
output . Wheat, rice, corn and soybean prices have almost doubled or more
than doubled since 1971, with smaller relative increases for cotton and
tobacco. Livestock and livestock product prices have increased by 50 per-
cent or more (except milk prices, which have gone up rapidly very recently).
Thus we conclude that continuation of prices received by farmers in
1973 would be enough to encourage further production Increases. But this
IS only one side of the coin. In one or two crop seasons farmers’ OptiOnS
for increasing output consist largely in using more purchased inputs (such
as fertilizer and pesticides). How much the use of purchased inputs is
Increased depends on input prices (and availabilities) as well as output
prices. While output prices have risen to a favorable level, as we indicated
earlier, input prices have also risen considerably and the adequacy of
supplies of some purchased inputs is subject to some disagreement! with
no incontrovertible evidence available at this time. We will discuss the
input situation in more detail later.
Large gains in output are likely to originate, in the case of crops,
from increases in yields per acre from land-augmenting technology, and
from increases In the acreage of land cultivated. The kinds of farm
adjustments needed for these output increases not only require that output
prices be favorable but that farmers expect the favorable price relatlons
to persist long enough in the future to justify those adjustments. This
1s particularly the case for bringing additional land into cultivation,
but it 1s also important for those farm investments that will make higher
yields per acre or larger outputs per livestock unit possible.-21-
From the farmer’s point of view, the most desirable means of assuring
a floor (or minimum) price for hls crop output would be a loan rate, a
price at which the government (USDA) would lend on stored crops, or a
price at which the USDA would purchase his output. If the loan rate 1s
well below current price (m 1973, the loan rat-efor corn was $1.05\bu.
while the season average price received by farmers for corn was $2.37) ,
then a farmer may not have much confidence that prices w1ll remain long
at the level at which he would be willing to expand output. Typical
target prices and loan rates for storable crops m the 1973-75 period
are shown In Table 7.
If the market price falls below target price during a certain
period, then producers of that cormrrodlty become ellgible for deficiency
payments based on the difference between target price and market price.
If market price falls to the loan rate, then producers become ellglble
for the fanullar non-recourse loans at the loan rate. By referrlnq
to Table 3, the reader can observe that target prices (for the commodities
on which they are available) and price-support loan rates are approximately
one-half or less of the average price in 1973 (except In the cases of
tobacco and milk). As forward prices, these (target and loan) prlccs
would not prov~de an overpowering incentive for a farmer to expand h~s
productive capacity.
Because farmers typically plant annual crops from 3 to 7 months
before the harvested crop lS ready for sale on the market, the expected
or forward price 1s a very unportant element in hls declslon of whether
to produce at all, what and how much to produce, and what speclflc
production techn~ques to use.-22-
Table 7
Target Prices and Loan Rates for Selected
Agricultural Commodities, 1973-75
Target Price Support









to March 31, 1974







Cwt . n.a. 5.61
Source Agricultural Prices, Various Issues, 1973-74, lJSJ)A-23-
Yleld Increases. The second source of output growth IS yields per
acre or per livestock unit, due to improved technology. Ultimately, the
knowledge on which these yield-increasing technologies are based comes
from publlc and private research. Generally, the knowledge is embodied
dmectly in Inputs used by farmers in their farm operations. Typical
examples are new varletles of seeds; new chemical or bloloqlcal techniques
for controlling Insects, plant or animal diseases, or weeds; new feed
mixes for livestock; for crops, new cornbin&tlons of plant density,
fertilizer and irrigation; and so on. The rate at which the elements for
new technologies are forthcoming depends in part on the level and effective-
ness of research expenditures. Yield increases also depend m part on the
rate at which farmers incorporate y~eld-mcreas~ng technology into
them farming systems.
Table 8 shows recent trends in yields for selected crops and llve-
stock products. From 1963 to 1973 corn and wheat experienced larqc
yield Increases per acre (35 and 27 percent), soybeans timoderate
Increase (14 percent) , while cotton and tobacco displayed llttle c!hanqe
5/ over time ~n average yields.— During the
production per cow increased by one-third,
rose 7 percent.
same period, annual milk
while eggs per layer per year
~/ The yield trends for tobacco and cotton may be misleading. Durlnq this
period the control device for at least one type of tobacco (burley)
shifted from acreage control to poundage control (ln the form of a
marketing quota); this took off some of the pressure for attainment
of high yields per acre. The use of skip rowing in cotton (to Eacllltate
harvesting) would also tend to hold downapparentyleld per acre. In
the case of tobacco and cotton, the potential yield per acre has
probably Increased, but lessening of the economic ~ncent~ve for high
yields has kept the potential from being reallzed. Restoring the
economic incentives for higher yields would probably lead to a resumption







































































































































What magnitudes of yield increases can we expect In the futuro”~
Even when elements of new yield-increasing technology are not being
made available in a steady stream, yield Increases continue to go on for
a while because of the uneven rate at which farmers adopt Improved production
practices. The period of the 1960’s and early 1970’s can be characterized
roughly as a period of continuing increases in crop yields, but yields
increasing at a decreasing rate. USDA estimates of yields for 1980 and .
1985 are shown in Table 9.
These projected yields were arrived at by comparing average yields
with the results obtained by the top 10 percent of the farmers. To
the Writer, most of these projections appear to be on the optlmlstlc side,
due in part to the fact that the higher average yields are assumed to
apply to all land used -- -additional land to be brought into cultivat.ion,
as well as land already being cultivated in 1973. TO reach the 1985
production goals, the percentage increases n land cultivated In 1985
over land cultivated in 1973 are assumed to be: corn 22.8, soybeans
16.9, feedgraln 13.0, wheat 15.8, and cotton 18.5. The acreage lncreascs
are discussed in somewhat more detail below.
Increases in the Land Cultivated. For the first time m nearly SIX
decades U.S. aqrlcultural leadership w1ll welcome news of Increases In
the cropland harvested. Not since 1956 have farmers not been required to
hold any land out of production.
The question 1s, how will farmers react to this open invitation
to expand their cultivated acreage? In 1973, farmers responded to
favorable market prices and reduced constraints on production by harvcst~ng
28 mllllon more acres of cropland than n 1972. Because market prices-24a-
Table 9
Estimated Yields of U.S. Export Crops, 1980 and 1985
1980 1985 Un It
Corn 109.5 120.0 bu.lacre
Soybeans 32.0 34.5 bu.lacre
Feedgrains 2.47 2.72 tonslacre
Wheat 34.5 36.6 bu./acre
1/ Cotton lint- 510.0 535.0 lbs./acre
~/ The estimate for 1980, 510 lbs. 1s less than the
actual 1973 yield of 519 lbs./acre (Table 8).
These estimates for cotton may be overly conservative,
even considering the additional 2.1 and 2.7 m]lllon
acres assumed to be harvested in 1980 and 1985 over the
1973 harvested acreage of 12 million. Also see
footnote 5 on p. 23.
Source: The Farm Index, “American Agriculture - Its






farm commodities are even more favorable in 1974,
production constraints have been removed entirely,
farmers are expected to expand cultivated acreage even more. To some
extent~ the physical limits begin to become a factor; so do the economic
costs of bringing additional land into production.
From an all-time high of 387 million acres in 1949, cropland used
for crops dropped to a low of 332 million in 1966 and again in 1970,
and rose to 336 million acres in 1973 (3 and 4). Most of this reduction
was brought about deliberately by federal supply management programs,
some by decreases in the total supply of cropland. Much of the 1973
increase of 28 million acres came
supply management programs. Even
1949 (387 million acres) could be
would represent a net increase of
from cropland retired earlier by
if all the cropland used for crops in
brought back into production, this
only 22 million acres
can assume that a substantial part of these acres would






Are there other lands
could be brought into
area of 2,264 million
not now in use or in economically inferior uses
cultivation by 1985 or before? Of the total
acres, 472 million acres classified as cropland
being used as follows: crops, 333; soil improvement and idle, 51;
and cropland pasture, 88 million acree (3, p. 9). The upper limit to
the additional acreage of harvested crops from this category would be
139 million acres.
Further increases in land harvested for crops would have to come
from the 1,792 million acres remaining after 472 have been subtracted-26-
from 2,264 million acres. From these 1,792 would need to be subtracted
the 829 million acres in federal noncropland, urban and built-up land, and
water area (5). This leaves 963 million acres to be classified.5/
A further reduction would need to be made for the 574 million acres
of Class V-VII pasture, range, forest, and other land; and for the 30
million acres of Class VIII pasture, range, forest, and other land.~1
This would leave almost 360 million acres of land still to be classified.
Some notion of the quality of this land can be obtained from the
fact that it is now used for pasture, range, forest, or other uses.
However, 266 million acres are in Classes I-III and 131 million acres m
Class IV. From these 397 million acres should be subtracted 35 milllon
acres that are counted twice in the dove analysis -- once in the 472
million acres of cropland~ and once in the 397 million acres of Class
I-IV not used for cropland at the time of the classification upon which
(5) IS based.~i
All this estimation leaves us w~th an upper Iimlt of approximately
361 milllon acres of Class I-TV land not now in cropland that could




For more detail on the “inventory acreage” of 1,492 million acres --
the total of 2,264 million acres less the 829 milllon acres m federal
noncropland, urban and built-up land, and water area -- see Appendix
Table 1, taken from CNI (5).
From (5, p. 7) we quote: “Soils in Classes I, II, and III are suitable
for regular cultivation of moat field crops and for a wide range of
other uses. Soils in Class IV are marginal for growing field crops.
Sozls in Classes V, VI, VII, and VIII generally are not suitable for
growing ordinary field crops but can be used for other purposes,
Including growing some horticultural crops.”
If we knew the classes of the 35 million acres, it would be simple
to subtract them out of the appropriate categories of the 397 million
acres.-27-
used for pasturer Idler or in SO1l improving crops. We can only speculate
on how much of this land could be economically harvested for field crops
under any particular set of output and input price assumptions. Much of
the idle land may be in fallow (moisture-conserving) rotations that might
not be subject bo permanent alterations. Some cropland in soil-improving
crops or in pasture could be diverted to field crops. Some of the 361
million acres of Class I-IV land not now in cropland have been more or
less permanently dedicated to
considered readily available.
of the remainder would not be
nonagricultural uses and could not be
Some unknown but presumably large proportion
economically feasible
crops, because the cost of tk required investments
justzfied at the price levels implied in Table 7.~\
I-IV noncropland is in such small and noncontiguous
farms out of these tracts would not be economically
to convert to field
could not be economically
Some of the Class
tracts that commercial
feasible.
What the above discussion illustrates is that we do not at the
present moment know very precisely how much additional land could be
brought mto field crop cultivation under any particular set of continuing
economic conditions. However, research workers in the Economic Research
Service estimated in 1973 an additional cropland potential of as much as
403 m~llmn acres (Table 10). This probably should also be interpreted
as an upper limit, albeit a lower limit than the 500 million acres (139
million acres of cropland not used for crops plus 361 million acres of
Class I-IV pasture, range, forest, and other land) the writer reached
a
above.
at Obviously, the proportion that it would be economically feasible to
bring into field crop production would be higher if the 1973 output








Used for crops 333




Pasture and range 117
Other 23
TOTAL 333 403
Source: “American Agriculture - its Capacity to
Produce,” The Farm Index, December 1973,
Special Report, USDA, p. 9.-29-
The ERS researchers estimated that crop acreage harvested could
reach 345 million acres by 1980 and 350 by 1985, increases of 27 and
32 million acres over the 318 million harvested in 1973 (3). In detail
these projections are shown in Table 11. The acreage of the target
crops would be increased by 33.7 million acres? 32 million from additional
cropland harvested and 1.7 million acres diverted from other crops.
These projections do not seem unreasonable, provided the economic
environment is transformed into a favorable one, from the point of view
of output expansions. We have discussed this issue earlier in this
section.
Availability of Production Inputs. While we have discussed the
economic environment, the potential for increased yields per acre, and
the potential for bringing additional acres under cultivation, we need
to discuss the availability of other production inputs, particularly
fertilizer and lime, agricultural machinery, and energy for field
operations and crop drying. What we are concerned with is whether these
inputs will be available in the right amounts, at the right times and
at prices that will provide farmers with incentives to meet the production
goals for the target crops.
Table 12 gives some indication of the changes in the input mix
from the end of World War II to the present. The index of total farm
output rose 63 percent from 1946 to 1973t while the index of total farm
input rose only 6 percent. During this same period, the index of farm
labor fell 63 percent, the index of farm real estate by 6.7 percent.
The index of fertilizer and liming materials rose by 417 percent, that-30-
Table 11









1972 1973 1980 1985
(million acres)
290.0 318.0 345.0 350.0
94.1 102.4 114.7 115.7
57.3 61.5 73.7 75.5
36.8 40.9 41.0 40.2
45.8 56.2 64.1 65.7
47.3 53.7 62.3 62,3
13.2 12.4 14.1 14.7
Subtotal 200.4 224.7 255.2 258.4
Other crops 89.6 93.3 89.8 91.6
Source: “American Agriculture - Its Capacity to Produce,” The Farm





























































for mechanical power and machinery by 87.5 percent, and for feed, seed,
and llvestock purchases by 102 percent. It can be seen that the role of
purchased Inputs has become very important.
what volumes of additional inputs will be required if acreage harvested
ls to reach 350 million acres or more in 1985? Dramatic reductions in
man-hours worked have taken place since 1946, but the rate of decline
has been much more gradual since 1966. Labor required for 1985 would
be on the order of 6.3 to 7 billlon man-hours, depending on the rate
of increase in labor productlvlty, and the effect higher energy prices
have on the substitution of capital for labor. More will be said later
about labor Impact.
The increase in the index of mechanical power and machinery has also
been small since 1966. An eight percent increase in harvested acreage
has been accomplished with a five percent increase In mechanical power
and machinery. It seems unllkely that a ten percent acreage increase by
1985 would require a ten percent increase in power, although it might
approach that level. There would appear to be no foreseeable problems
m making available to farmers the volume of additional mechan~cal power
and machinery required for 1985 production goals. Farmers’ energy
requirements are likely to rise slightly faster than the index of
mechanical power and machinery, although this will depend to some extent
on how rapidly farmers adopt minimum-tlllage technology for grain and
ollseed crops; rapid and widespread adoption would moderate the rate of
growth in farmers’ energy demand.~i
10/ These statements rest upon the assumption that much of the 32 million —
acres of land that would be brought into production by 1985 would be
land already in existing farms, or land that would become part of
exuating farms. Thus the Index of mechanical power and machinery
would not rise relatively as much as the harvested cropland because
some farms would already have enough equipment to cultivate the
additional acreage. However, the energy requirements would probably
rxse in proportion to the acreage, unless energy-saving technology
(reduced tillage, e.g.) became available and was adopted.-33-
Feed, seed and livestock purchased would probably be required to
increase approximately in proportion to the acreage increases, but there
would appear to be no special problems with timely availability.
Availability of Fertilizer. The class of inputs that may be a prime
candidate to bottleneck large increases in field crop output may be fertilizer.
The volume of liming materials appl,iedhas actually declined sharply since
1967/68 so there would appear to be no capacity problem here. Fertilizer
usage has increased dramatically since 1960. In terms of primary




105 percent, and phosphorus (P205) 97 percent (7). These
fertilizer use played a large part in the crop yield increases
That fertilizer applications will continue to play a large
role in yield increases is indicated by a recently released set of pro-
jections to 1980 made by the USDA’s Economic Research Service. These are
shown in Table 13~ along with a naive estimate for 1985 made by the writer
to illustrate the effects on fertilizer demand of a continuation of steady
growth in U.S. farmers’ use of fertilizer.
Table 14 shows cropland acreages harvested in 1972, 1973 and pro-
jections for 1974, 1980 and 1985. The 1980 and 1985 projections are those
deemed by ERS researchers to be necessary to meet Rojko’s Alternative I
export demand (see Table 4).
To obtain crude estimates of fertilizer demand in 1980 and 1985,
we multiply the total harvested cropland estimates for 1973, 1980 and
1985 from Table 14 by estimates from Table 13 of average applications of
nitrogen, phosphorus and potash for those same years for all harvested
crops. These are shown in Table 15 matched with USDA, ERS estimates of-34-
Table 13
Fertilizer Application Rates, U.S., Selected Years
1968 1973 1974 1980 1985
(pounds per acre)
Nitrogen (N):
Corn 96 106 110 137 150
Wheat 20 30 32 47 55
Cotton 58 54 55 58 60
Soybeans 3 3 3 4 5
Average-all
harvested crops 47 52 55 68 74
Phosporus (P205)
Corn 57 55 59 61 62
sWheat 14 17 17 20 22
Cotton 32 29 30 32 33
Soybeans 10 13 13 16 18
Average-all
harvested crops 31 31 32 38 40
Potash (K20)
Corn 55 57 59 63 65
Wheat 6 6 6 16 21
Cotton 25 24 25 26 27
Soybeans 12 18 18 24 27
Average-all
harvested crops 26 27 28 35 38
Sources: United States and World Fertilizer Outlook: 1974 and 1980,
USDA, Economic Research Service, Washington, February 22,
1974, for 1968, 1973, 1974 and 1980. The author estimated
1985 by assuming the 1980-1985 increase would be approxi-
mately one-half the 1974-80 increase.-35”
Table 14
Acres of Crops Harvested, 1972, 1973 and
Projected for 1974, 1980 and 1985
Crop 1972 1973 1974 1980 1985
(millions of acres)
Corn 57.4 61.8 68.8 73.7 75.5
Wheat 47.3 53.9 64.0 62.3 62.3
Cotton 13.0 12.0 13.5 14.1 14.7
Soybeans 45.7 56.4 54.4 64.1 65.7
Other crops 130.0 137.5 138.3 130.8 131.8
Total harvested
cropland 293.4 321,6 339.0 345.0 350.0
Sources: United States and World Fertilizer Outlook: 1974 and 1980, USDA,
Economic Research Service, Washington, February 22, 1974, Table 2;
“American Agriculture: its Capacity to Produce,” The Farm Index,
December 1973, a Special Report, pp. 10, 11, 14 and 16, for 1980 . .
and 1985.-36-
Table 15. Projections of the U.S. Fertilizer Situation, 1980 and 1985.
U.S. Fertilizer Summary .Estlmated [Jornc)tlc [Jc,P








(millions of short tons) (millions of short tons)
9.1 9.6 10.2 11.1
0.8 0.9 1.0
1.0 1.4 1.4

















6.2 6.4 6.5 9.0
0.3 0.3 0.3
1.1 1.4 1.6
4.9 501 5.5 6.6y 7.0
0.5 0.2 0.5
-0.8
2.4 2.7 2.9 3.2
3.1 3.2 4.1
0.7 0.9 1.0




,/ ,, AdJu.ted for producer inventory changes.
&’ I’roduct. loss, changes In retail and farm inventories> and urldetermlned item’,.
~ Fertlllzer Outlook (p. 26), estimated 1980 domestic demand at 10.8, 6.0, and
5.5 mllllon short tons of N, P, and K for a high commodity export (316.9 mlll]on
acrf’<of harvested acres), and 10.4, 5.0 and 5.3 for a low commodity export
(.304.7mllllon acres). Domestic demand estimates In column 4 are based on a
harve<ted cropland estimate of 345 million acres (see Table 10).
Source: Columns 1, 2 and 3 from United States and World Fertilizer Outlook: 1974
and 1980, USDA Economic Research Servi~ fington, February 22, 1974, ——
p. 11, 1980 domestic production estimates in column 4 from p. 32; 1980
and 1985 domestic demand estimates in columns 4 and 5 computed from estl-
rnate~ in Table 13 (lines 5, 10 and 15) and Table 14 (line 6).-37-
U.S. production m 1980 (column 4) -- estimates based on anticipated
production capacity in 1980. columns 1, 2 and 3 of Table 15 g~ve a
complete balance sheet for nitrogen, phosphorus and potash for the crop
years 1971/72, 1972/73 and 1973/74.
Whether 1980 nitrogen supplies w1ll be adequate depende pr~marlly
on the level of exports. Holding Imports and unldentlf~ed demand at the
1973/74 level, then supplles would be inadequate even lf exports went
to zero. At zero exports, the deficit would be 400 thousand short tons,
at 1.5 million tons of exports, the deflclt would be large at 1.9 m~lllon
tons of nitrogen. We w1ll exanune the world fertilizer sltuatlon below.
The 1980 situation for phosphates 1s a little more favorable than




from Canada. Assunung no
of 3.3 milllon short tons
would be sufficient for exports up to 2 mllllon
become heavily
change in 1980
dependent upon potash imports
exports from the U.S., Imports
would be enough to satisfy demand in 1980.
This would be nearly a milllon tons less than actual imports in 1973/74.
From the discussion above, lt can be seen that the level of exports
1s a crucial factor ~n deternnning the adequacy of U.S. supplles m 1980
and 1985, especially for nitrogen. To develop a feel for U.S. export
prospects, we examine the world fertilizer sltuatlon for 1974 and for
a 1978-80 target period. These data are shown Ln Table 16. Wh~le looklnq
at these numbers, we need to bear in mind that the 1980 consumption
estimates shown here include U.S. estimates that are well below those
based on the Rojko export alternatives.~/
11/ See footnote 3, Table 15. —-38-
Table 16




Region Element Production Demand High Mid Low
High&/ ~o~l


































































































































































































































































1974 1978 Productlonl_/ 1980 Consumption
Region E1ement Production Demand High~/ Low~/ High Mld Low
6/ ~
Other Asla- 1.5 5.1 2.0 1.8 8.3 7.5 6.8
P205 1.4 1.5 1.9 1.9 2.3 2.1 1.9
K20 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.l 0.4 0.4 0.3
World Total N 45.8 44.8 56.6 50.4 64.6 60.9 57.()
P205 28.9 27.7 37.5 34.9 36.7 33.8 31.0
K20 24.1 21.4 26.6 26.6 30.6 28.2 25.4
~/ Derived from estimates of the known production capacity for 1978 based on
current capacity plus planned additions.
~/ Plants in developed countries operating at 95 percent of 1978 capacity,
plants in developing countries at 70 percent.
~/ Plants in developed countries operating at 85 percent of 1978 capacity,
plants in developing countries at 60 percent.
~/ South Africa, Israel and Oceania.
5_/ Excluding other Asia.
Q/ P.R.C., lalwan, North Korea, North Vietnam and Mongolla.
Source: United States and World Fertilizer Outlook: 1974 and 1980, lJSDA,
Economic Research Service, Washington, February 22, 1974, pp. 15, )0,
22, 35, 38 and 40.-39-
For the world as a whole nltrOqt’n I)roductlc)rl bLJ’Ic[l cjrl 1‘~l~! l)r~Nl!J~ I]fjrl
capacity appears to be well below 1980 consumption estlmatc”,, Lhc!I‘)[10 Ill q]]
consumption estimate is eight mllllon short tons above the 1978 hlqh pro-
duction estimate, the 1980 low consumption estmate 6.6 milllon tons above
the 1978 low production estimate. In general, estimated 1978 production
m the developed countries appears to be adequate to cover estimated 1980
consumption, but the export potential from the developed countries m 1980
appears to be less than tw mllllon tons. For the developing countries,
1978 nitrogen production 1s estmated to be 3 to 4 mllll.on tons short of
1980 consumption. For the other AsIan countries the estimated shortfall
IS on the order of 5 to 6 mllllon tons, based on the production capacity
est~mated for 1978. It seems safe to conclude that, unless production
capacity for nitrogen IS expanded beyond that contemplated in Fertlllzer
outlook (7), world demand m 1980 w1ll be pressing hard aganst antlc~pated
production capacity. Information on possible capacity expansion In two
regions -- U.S.S.R. and Eastern Europe, and Other Asia -- 1s not very
complete, and recent announcements suggest slgnlflcant expansions in P.R.C.
and the U.S.S.R.~i without these expansions, export demand for nitrogen
would appear to be very strong. Even with these addltlons, demand for
[J.S nltroqen in 1980 w[~uld appear to be
As far as phosphates are concerned,
addltlons to world capac~ty by 1978 w1ll
strong.
it appears that contemplated
provide enough (or almost
enough) production potential for 1980, unless demand has been ser~ously
12/ See (7, p. 34). —-40-
underestimated. In 1980 the developed countrie~ would be ,~bleto (’y[mrl
3 or 4 milllon tons, which would be needed by the dcveloplnq countrlc”,
of Latin America (1 million tons), the developing countries of Asia (1.5
milllon tons), and the other countries of Asia (perhaps 0.5 mllllon tons) .
The demand for U.S. phosphates would appear to be reasonably strong, In
the l~ght of past trends. It should be remembered that the U.S. Agency
for International Development has -- In lts efforts to stimulate agri-
cultural development in the developing countries -- emphasized the use
of fertilizer, and has often subsidized the purchase of, or donated,
fertilizer -- nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash.
World supply of potash fertilizer bids fair to be short in 1980
unless capac~ty 1s expanded more than 1s currently belleved to be con-
templated. The world defic~t could be as much as 4 mill~on tons. The
developed world will have potash available for export unless 1980 con-
sumption In the developed countries is at the hlqh level. The developing
countries ~n Latin America and Asia w1ll be net importers in the range
of 3-3.5 mllllon tons. Other As~an countries w1ll also need to Import
small volumes of potash. With virtually unllmlted reserves, Canadian
producers have indicated that they will expand as needed to satisfy
world demand, and will continue to be a larqer exporter of potash. (7,p. 37) w
No estmates of 1985 fertilizer needs are available, crude estimates
for 1985 were made by the writer for the U.S. and are shown in column
5, Table 15. From 1980 to 1985 U.S. demand is estmated to Increase 1.2
mllllon short tons for nitrogen, 0.4 milllon short tons for phosphorus,
and 0.6 mllllon short tons for potash. Given a continuation of current-41-
population and income growth rates, it seems likely that fertilizer demand
in the rest of the world (especially in the developing countries) will
increase much more rapidly than in the U.S. Thus it appears that -- even
if 1980 needs are met -- there must be a substantial expansion in output.to
meet 1985 needs.
Should the U.S. accept one of the RoOko alternatives as a production
goal, and should the assessment made here of the world fertilizer situation
turn out to be valid, then the anticipated world production capac~ty for
1980 w1ll be quite inadequate for nit~ogen, minimally adequate for phosphorus,
and probably inadequate for potash, unless Canaclianproducers bring into
production additional capacity beyond that presently planned. Before 1985,
another round of product~on capacity increases would be needed for nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potash. Barrlnq unforeseen rapid expansions before and
after 1980/ it appears l~kely that excess demand WI1l exist during some
part of the 1974-85 period for all three fertilizer elements, based largely
on export demands.
As far as the U.S. potential for increasing 1980 and 1985 agricultural
output, it appears likely that, In the face of strong export demand, U.S.
supplies of nitrogen and phosphorus would probably be inadequate for the
Ro3ko alternatives.
Fertilizer capacity expansions in addltlon to those taken account of m
World Fertilizer Outlook (7) wmld need to be put Into production before
the U.S. could be assured of reaching the production goals Implied by the
Rojko alternatives.-42-
It  is  not  likely  that  enough  additional  nitrogen  capacity  will  be
installed  as  long  as  the  nitrogen  market  is  in  a  price-quantity  disequilibrium.
-Not  long  ago  nitrogen  producers  were  "interruptible"  natural  gas  customers,
a  position  that  gave  them  a  lower  price  than  otherwise.  Given  the  present
~
world  food  and  fertilizer  situation,  it  will  be  necessary  (in  the  United
States,  at  least)  for  natural  gas  to  command a  higher  price  from  nitrogen
producers,  who  can  then  be  assured  of  enough  natural  gas  to  operate  at  full
capacity.  Out  of  this  will  come  a  higher  price  for  nitrogen,  but  a  new
price  equilibrium  will  be  reached  among natural  gas,  nitrogen,  and
agricultural  prices.  The  end  result  desired  is  greater  production  capacity
for  nitrogen.
Two other  points  should  be  made  with  respect  to  fertilizer.  Although
the  developing  countries  have  been  building  production  capacity,  their
manufacturers  have  had  difficulty  in  producing  at  or  near  full  capacity.
In  1972,  the  LDC manufacturers  operated  at  66  percent  of  nitrogen  capacity,
58  percent  of  phosphate  capacity,  and  60  percent  of  potash  capacity  (see
7,  page  23).  Should  these  LDC plants  be  able  to  produce  in  1978  at  the
90  percent  or  more  of  capacity  that  manufacturers  in  the  developing  countries .
are  now able  to  attain  then  the  1980  production  from  these  plants  in  the
LDC's  would  be  increased  36  percent  for  nitrogen,  55  percent  for  phosphorus,
and  50  percent  for  potash.  In  that  case,  the  deficits  discussed  earlier
.would  not  be  as  likely  to  arise,  or  would  be  smaller  than  indicated.
The  second  point  relates  to  nitrogen.  Because  the  manufacture  of
low-cost  nitrogen  requires  a  good  deal  of  natural  gas,  it  appears  that  the
world  should  be  economizing  on  scarce  materials  by  obtaining  crucial
supplies  of  fertilizer  nitrogen  from  urea  plants  that  would  be  located-43-
in countries having large supplies of natural gas. The most efficient
producers would provide urea exports to the rest of the world; these countries
might include Algerla~ the U.S.S.R., Iran, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and
other Persian Gulf.countries; at the present time, demand for natural gas
in nearly all these countries IS so small and extraction costs so low that
the opportunity costs of getting natural ga~ to tidewater are almost nominal.
!rhlsspecialization strategy assumes that these countries would be able
to operate at or near full capac~ty, n order that the advantage of cheaper
natural gas would not be cancelled out by hiqher costs resulting from
inefficient operations (see the preceding paraqraph based on (7)).
This implies that nitrogen-producing countries and countr~es con-
templating the installation of nitrogen-producinq capacity would need to
re-examine all the elements in their strategy to assure adequate supplies
of nitrogen for agriculture. Information needed for this re-examination
would Include prices of imported urea vs. prices of own production, the
forezgn exchange implications of relylng upon imported nitrogen, and their
vulnerability to political pressure as a result of being dependent on
imports.
The dependence of agricultural production upon increasing supplles of
nitrogen (and other fertilizer elements) is Increasing so rapidly that the
possibility of withholding nitrogen supplies to attain politlcal ends
appears to be more than a pipe dream. It appears unllkely that many
countries (like the U.S. and Canada, e.g.), w~th reasonably efficient
alternat~ves would voluntarily subject their people to the risks involved-44-
in depending on
rationalization
imported supplies. What would appear to be needed to make
of nitrogen production acceptable to countries with a
viable alternative would be multiple fertilizer sources (from many countries)
and international institutional arrangements to lessen the possibilit~es




might wish to mamtain and operate capacity to produce a given proportion
their own needs, and to maintain stand-by capacity for the remainder.
Another alternative would be storage of reserve
as economical to store urea as it is phosphorus
might wish to cost out its alternatives, addinq
stocks, but it 1s not
or potash. Each country
the costs of stand-by
capacity or reserve storage onto the lower costs of mnported urea, in
order to compare that alternative with complete rellance on domestic
production.
5. Miscellany
Several additional aspects of energy u~e m agriculture are worthy
of brief notice. It is not possible at this time to make any valid
and precise quantitative estimates of the effects these factors would
have upon the outlook for agriculture as a growth sector m the U.S.
economy. Qualitative discussion may be worthwhile.
High-Lysine Corn. w agricultural innovation that has been hovering
on the horizon of feasibility for almost a decade is the plant breeders’
development of a var~ety of corn that has much more of the B-complex
nutrient lysine (and trytophan) than ordinary varieties of corn. It
is potentially more valuable for human consumption and for animal feed-45-
than the old varieties. At the present time yield is said to be 8-10
percent below the yields for the best-adapted hybrids. In addition,
exist.lngvarietxes of high-lysine corn are susceptible to fung~ that make
the corn less acceptable for human consumption, and would probably influence
demand for high-lysme corn as feedstuff for domestic animals.
There is little reason to belleve that.yields cannot eventually be
raised to the level of the best-adapted





When those two obstacles have been
replace present varieties both for
High-lysme corn, m contrast
overcome, then th~s corn w~]l begin to
human consumption ald for animal feeding.
to ord]nary hybrid corn varictles, not
only contains lysme but also trytophan, both amino acids that man and
other nonruminant animals do not synthesize. Unless taste preferences
rule it.out, high-lyslne corn as a food would be llkely to be adopted by
corn-eating populations, not least because it would reduce the incidence
of a proten-deficiency syndrome called kwashlorkor (9, p. 24b). It 16
also l~kely that this corn would command a (probably small, depcndlng on
the costs of eyntheslzlng and mlxlng lyslne and trytophan in feed rations)
premium over o~dlnary corn In feed for nonruminant anlmal~---- ‘3/ At ~ig~
y~eldsf Ingh-lyslne corn would begin to replace other hybrid corn for
many feed uses.
What effect would the perfection of high-lyslne corn have upon the
demand for U.S. corn by 1985? As far as human consumption
13/ For an excellent discuss~on of the feeding quallty of —
corn for swine, see (14).
lS concerned,
hlqh-lysine-46-
an upward shift in demand would probably depend on purchases by U.S. and
world organizations offering foodstuffs to undernourished or malnourished
populations as a donation or at concession prices. Countries with large
corn-eating populations would probably begin to produce and substitute
high-lysine varieties for varieties now in use as quickly as consumer
preferences would permit, and as soon as corn farmers could learn how to
produce the new corn efficiently.
As farm as livestock feed is concerned, it is likely that producers
of corn used for nonruminant (poultry and swine) feed would convert to
high-lysine corn, and the increased feeding efficiency would reduce prices
of the relevant livestock products. This would lead to increases in the
quantities demanded because livestock products are considered by economists
to be among the more price-elastic food items. If high-lysine corn made
possible a livestock product price reduction of as much as 5 percent,
then the increase in demand for those livestock products might approach
5 percent, as would the derived demand for high-lysine corn. If
approximately 60 percent (a conservative estimate) of the world’s utilization
of corn is fed to poultry and swine, then the increase in corn demand
would be on the order of three percent, a great many other things remaining
equal. This assumes no substitution of high-lysine corn for non-corn
feedstuffs, an unlikely assumption.
From all of this, we can conclude that the perfection of high-lysine
corn might increase the demand for U.S. corn as much as three percent
above what it would be, if high-lysine corn remained unperfected.14/ F~(jd Meat Substitutes.—
-47-
manufacturers in the U.S. (and perhaps
elsewhere in the world) have developed meat substitutes out of soybeans
that have already been market-tested. Estimates are available of the
extent to which soy products would be substituted for beef and veal, pork,
lamb and mutton, young chickens, mature chickens, and turkeys. Table 17
shows Gallimore’s estimates of the liveweight and number of these animals
that would be replaced by soy protein, for three different assumed levels
of market penetration. Table 18 shows Gallimore’s estimates of the net
changes in crop acreage that would result from the three levels. While
the three levels would require 600, 950 and 1,250 thousand additional acres
of soybeans respectively~ released would be 1,625, 2,625 and 2,425 thousand
acres of feedgrain-quality cropland and 625? 1000 and 11300 thousand acres
of hay land. The net change would be to release 1 to 2.1 million acres of
good cropland and 0.6 to 1.3 million acres of hay land.
TIVJS,the effects of the assumed levels of substitution of soy protein
for the products of meat and poultry animals would be to release several
milllon acres of land for other crops. This would increase considerably




In fact, widespread adoption by consumers of meat
add significantly to the production capacity of U.S.
14/ Much of this section is taken from Gallimore’s ERS Study, Synthetics —
and Substitutes for Agricultural Products, pp. 18-28. This study
also contains useful discussions of other (than meat and poultry)
















































































Supply-increasing Role of Irrigation. So far our discussion of U.S.
agricultural production capacity and the means available for expanding it
has glossed over investments in irrigation as one im~rtant means of adding
to capacity. The reason it has been glossed over is that the writer could
discover no recent, rigorous, empirical analyses of how much additional
acreage it would pay to bring under irrigation at current levels of output
and input prices. The dramatic output price rises (see Table 3) which,
if they were expected by (public and farm) decision mak=s to oontinue
indefinitely, would undoubtedly alter the economic justification for
irrigation projects occurred such a few months ago that there has not been
time to incorporate them in rigorous analyses. The nature of future
price expectations assumed to prevail would be a crucial factor in these
analyses.
The above-described analyses are also very difficult to make because
historically irrigation farmers have not been required to pay for water
the full resource costs of producing it. The most valuable analysis I
could find estimated the 1980 demand for irrigated acreage, based on
15/ ~is study was Vernon W. current practice costs and on full costs._
Ruttan’s The Economic Demand for Irrigated Acreage (11). Professor
Ruttan’s projections are shown in Table 19.
With his equilibrium model, Ruttan estimated that it would be
economical to have in 1980 74 percent more irrigated acreage in the U.S.
15/ Even though it was published in 1965. —-51-
Table 19
Summary of Farm Output and Irrigated Acreage ProjectIons
to 1980 for Western and Eastern Water Resource Regions
198-) 1980
Demand I;qulllbrlum
Item Reported in Model Model
1954 Project Ion I’rolectlon
Farm Output”
Western water resource
Value in million $
Index (1954 = 100)
Eastern water resource
Value in million $
Index (1954 = 100)
Total, United States
Value In milllon $




Index (1954 = 100)
Eastern water resource
Thousand acres
Index (1954 = 100)
Total United States
Thousand acres

















Source Vernon W. Ruttan, The Economic Demand for Trrlgated AcreageL
Haltimore, .JohnHopkins Press for Resources for the Future,
1965, Table 18, p. 80.-52-
than in 1954. Of these nearly 22 million additional acres, approximately
10.5 milllon would be m Western water resource regions, almost 11.5
million In Eastern regions. These are large increases, especially for
the Eastern regions. Because the rate of irrigation investment slowed
down considerably in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s (except In California
under the California Water Plan), lt 1s not llkely that Ruttan’s pro~ectlons
will be reached by 1980, unless planned programs of public investment in
irrigation are accelerated and expanded. Table 20 shows the lrrlgated
land In farms, 1949, 1954, 1959, 1964 and 1969. It can be seen that
substantial Increases had taken place by 1969 in the acreage of lrrlqated















* From Table 20; not strictly comparable to Table 19 for the
same years.
** Ruttan’s projection, from Table 19.
While the Western
~rrlgated acreaqc In a
Eastern water resource
water resource regions had by 1969 increased
manner consistent with Ruttan’s projections, the
regions had not. Unless irrigation lnvestm(~nt
rates change dramatically in the East between now and 1980, the U.S.
total n 1980 w1ll fall 5 to 10 million acres short of Ruttan’s pro-
3ectlon. However, such a turnaround should not be ruled out; the-53-
Table 20
Irrigated Land in Farms, 17 Western States and United States,
1949-69






















































































































































in 1973-74 has become
one Ruttan assumed in
more favorable for lrrlgatlon
making his 1980 pro]ectlons.
Of the increases from 1949 to 1969, four Great
Texas (3,756),Nebraska (1,991), Kansas (1,383), and
accounted for more than 7,500 thousand acres of the
13,224 thousand acres; California (802), Washington
accounted for another 1,650 thousand acres; and the




(635), and Oregon (212)
Eastern water
Most of the 1549-69
Increase In the Eastern region was due to Florida (1,032 thousand dcres)
and Arkansas (595 thousand acres).
Table 21 shows the uses made of irr~gkted land In 1949 and 1969.
All but 2 milllon acres of the 1949-69 increase of nearly 14 mllllon
acres went into crops, the 2 million into hay and pasture. All crop
acreages increased but feed gram (6.4 million) , wheat (0.93 mllllon),
cotton (0.67 mllllon), and rice (0.46 mllllon) were especially significant.
Increases in lrrlgated acreage that have taken place between 1949
and 1969 have added substantially to the production capacity; much of the
increase has been concentrated in all but one of the export crops under
discussion in this paper -- feedgrain, wheat, rice and cotton. Only
soybeans have been relatively unaffected by Increases in irrlgat.ed acreage’.
Should present output price levels prevail for a few more years,
one might expect that publlc and private Interest in irrigation invest-
ments would reach much higher levels than have prevailed during the last
16/ California water experts have alleged that the underenumeration of .
irrigated acreage in that state may be as much as 1,500 thousand acres.-55-
Table 21














Irish potatoes 419 707
Vegetables al 1,623
Orchards, vineyards and nuts 1,330 2,303
Other crops 4,890 3,604





TOTAL LAND IRRIGATED 25,787 39,509
al Not available in the table furnished me; probably counted m other
crops.
Source U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1950 and 1969, taken from tables
kindly provided by Orville Krause, ERS, USDA.-56-
decade. It is not unreasonable to suppose that by 1985 additional lands
brought under irrigation would contribute substantially to the production
goals for export crops.
Possible Value of Agricultural Residues. If the energy situation
continues to contain the threat of serious shortages, it will be necessary
to xntensify the search for alternative sources of fuel. This will be
even more the case if otherwise adequate flows of fuel are subject to
interruption as a political weapon. Some attention is being given to
17/ The dry weight the possible use of agricultural residues as a fuel._
of field and other res~dues from U.S. agriculture is roughly equal to the
dry weight of the harvested crops. This is a considerable quantity to
reckon with.
Research is underway to develop technically and econclmically feas~ble
methods for remov:ulgthe hydrocarbons (In the form of a cc,mbustiblegas;,
such as methane), leaving a sludge containing N, P, K, and other plant
nutrients. The sludge could be returned to the farm land. Economic
feasibility for this process would undoubtedly depend on developing small-
scale but economic equipment so that neither the residues nor the sludge
would need to be moved long (energy-using) distances.
Research Needs. It would not be difficult to compile an impressive
list of research projects related to energy use in agriculture. It would
be far beyond the capacity of the writer to draw up an exhaustive listing
of relevant projects. It will be very important for
17/ In the Ford Foundation’s Energy Policy Project, —
research on the
for example.-57-
underlying issues to be stepped up considerably above what has been under
way in the recent past. Among the important research needed would be that
mentioned akove~ research into the possibilities for discovering an
economic process to separate agricultural residues into fuel and into
organic fertilizers to be returned to farm fields.
During the 1960’s and early 1970’s when supply was again pressing
hard against effective demand, suggestions were heard from several directions
to reduce the volume of production research in order to hold down the
output growth rate. While no evidence has appeared of substantial cutbacks,
agricultural leaders and land-grant college administrators complained of
budget tightness. Funding became difficult for new programs of agricultural
production research. The current world food supply s~tuation would seem
to dictate a re-emphasis of agricultural research designed ‘coincrease
total factor productivity in agriculture, particularly of land and
purchased inputs. Thxs 1s a kind of research at which the U.S.D.A.’S
Agricultural Research Service and the state agricultural experiment stations
are quite proficient. Higher priorities appear to be the order of the day.
Another important class of research would be designed to produce
18/ Among the substantial the required output volumes with less energy.—
(direct and indirect) farm uses of energy are fuel for field equipment,
fuel for crop drying, energy and feedstocks for fertilizer and pesticide
manufacture, energy for agricultural rachinery manufacture, and so on.
18/ For an excellent discussion of the present possibilities for energy —
conservation in agriculture, see Gavett (13).-58-
There are many possible changes
energy requirements should they
in production technology that would reduce
prove to be technically and economically
feasible. A few of them are: to lay down fertilizer by plowing under cover
crops rather than by using chemical fertilizer; to rely upon biological
rather than chemical means of controlling insect and disease pests; to
substitute labor for capital and energy, by using smaller tractors that
run more slowly and require less energy to operate and to manufacture;
to scale and locate feed lots so that manure can be returned to the land
without polluting the surface water or groundwater; to have production
economists investigate carefully the substitution possibilities -- within
the different farm enterprises -- of labor for




Effects on Rnployment. It seems natural at this point to turn to
the effects that considerable increases in crop acreage (especially for
soybeans, feedgrains, wheat and cotton) would have on labor employment
19/ Some of these alternatives appear to be worthy of research attention —
because of the possibility that the substitution of energy-intensive
capital for labor may have proceeded to an uneconomic point, because
of the tendency to price labor (both through public and private actions)
at levels above what a set of free product and factor markets would
generate. It may well be the case that market structures and economic
conditions press machinery manufacturers, for example, to design larger,
more energy-intensive machines and production systems than differently
organized markets would generate under equilibrium conditions. Public
research may be required to investigate the economic and technical
feasibility of smaller, more energy-efficient, machines and systems,
in order to redress what appears to be the current stress on design and
manufacture of large-scale items of farm equipment. Even if these
hypotheses about the design bias in favor of large-scale fanning-59-
in the production of these commodities. For many decades the labor required
per acre (or particularly per output unit) has been declining for many of
the crop and livestock enterprises. For four commodity groups -- wheat,
feedgrains, oil crops and cotton -- that are among the most likely candidates
for substantial output increases by 1985, we show in Table 22 recent trends
in labor requirements per harvested acre. Labor requirements per acre of
wheat have remained largely unchanged from 1964 through 1973; per acre
of feedgrain and soybeans, labor requirements have declined about 10
percent and almost 15 percent, respectively. For cotton, the decline has
been on the order of 40 percent.
If we apply these 1973 requirements to the acres required (from Table 14)
to reach the production goals, we learn that an increase of 8.4 million
acres of wheat from 1973 to 1985 would require an additional 23.5 million
man hours of farm labor, if labor requirements remained the same for 1985
as for 1973. This would be an increase of about 17 percent over 1973
estimated labor used (12). Conversely, an increase of 17 percent in
labor productivity per acre would enable the cropping of 8.4 million more
acres of wheat with the same labor supply as in 1973. A further reduction
of 0.5 man hour per acre (from 2.8 to 2.3) would accomplish this. On the
basis of recent history, labor requirements per acre of wheat seem
19/ systems are found to be supported,there are factual questions about —
whether past actions are reversible, or whether these trends can be
arrested or even slowed down in the future. Effective arrest or
reversal of these strong forces might require a significant restructuring
of farm size and organization. As Professor Sundquist pointed out to




Changes in Total Man Hours per Harvested Acre,
Selected Crops, 1964-73
Wheat Feedgrain ~’
















































l_l obtained by adding labor for corn to labor
div~ding by acres of feedgrain harvested.
~j obtained by divldlng man hours for ollseed
soybean harvested.
~1 Preliminary estimate.
for other feedgrains and
crops by acres 0(
~/ For corn only, the preliminary estimate was 5.2, compared with a
1967-71 average estmate of 5.5 (Economic Tables, Table 12).
!j/ For soybeans only, the preliminary estinate was 4.5 compared with —
a 1967-71 average estimate of 4.7 (Economic Tables, Table 12).
Source: Computed from USDA, KRS data by dividing total man-hours for
each crop by acres harvested. Man hours for each crop were
obtained from Economic Tables, USDA, IZRS, January 197-3,
Table 14, acres harvested were taken from 1973 l{anclbook of
Agricultural Charts, USDA Agri. Handbook NO. 455, (>ctober
1973 0 wheat (p. 92), ‘feedgrain (p.103), soybeans (p. 115),
and cotton (p. 121).-61-
unlikely to decline this much, so that some additional man hours of labor
would probably be needed for the additional wheat acreage shown in Table
14. But ~t could happen, because the shift to larger scale equipment IS
still under way in the dry-land wheat regions.
Turningto feedgrain, the additional acreage for corn is estnnated at
18.1 million acres, an increase of 31.5 percent over 1972 acreage har-
vested. With no gain in labor productivity per acre, the ~ncrease ~n man
hours required would be 31.5 percent. A 1972-1985 increase of 10 percent
in labor productivity per acre would bring productivity down to 4.9 hours
per acre (from 5.4 m 1972). Wlththis level of productivity, labor
requirements for corn would be 370 million man hours, up 60 mllllon man
hours from 1972 (19 percent). Thus lt seems quite likely that additional
man hours of labor would be required to meet the corn production goal.
For 011 crops, we use soybeans to represent the category. The
acreage increase required from 1973 to 1985 IS 9.3 mllllon acres, or an
increase of 16.5 percent. An increase In labor product~vlty per acre of
a llttle over 15 percent would bring requirements down from 4.5 in 1973
to 3.8 in 1985. This large an increase In labor productivity would not
requ~re an ~ncrease in total man hours for 1985 soybeans. While th~s
large an Increase may be optimistic, It does seem likely that the additional
man hours required for oil crops will not be very large, under the
assumptions we have made.
For cotton, the pro]ected 1973-85 acreage Increase lS 2.7 mllllon
acres, 22.5 percent above 1973. During the 1964-73 per~od labor requ~re-
ments per acre of cotton declined by more than 40 percent. ti attenuated. -62-
continuation of labor productivity trends would’mean that neither a large
increase not a large decrease would be required in total labor for the
cotton acreage to meet production goals. In whatever direction the change
occurs, it seems likely not to be very large relative to the present
employment of labor in cotton production.
With respect to the net effect producing the additional output for
1985 would have on the number of persons engaged in agriculture, the
situation is not easy to estimate. How many if any additional workers would
be necessary for the additional acres to be cultivated depends u])onseveral
factors. One IS the magnitude of the yield increases that would be economic.
Another is how the additional land would be organized. If all the
additional land came into production as a part of existing farms, then the
increase in labor engaged in farming would not be as large as the increase
m cropland harvested, to the extent that any of the family labor on these
farms was underemployed during critical periods m the crop season (land
preparation and planting, harvesting are the two most likely periods
for labor needs to be highest). If no family labor was underemployed during
critical periods, then the increase in number of workers engaged In farmers
would be approximately proportic)nal to the acreage increase. If all the
additional land went into new farms, then the Increase in labor engagement
would be approximately proportic)nal to the percentage increase in acreage.
Thus the 1973-85 increase ]n farm employment of labor would probably
be less than the increase in acreage (10 percent); It might well be no
more one-half of the acreage inc”rease.-63-
Reserve Stocks of Storable Farm Commodities. As of May 1, 1974, the
world’s stocks of foodqrain w~ll be sllghtly below a volume that would
feed the world population for a month. Ear~ier,~/ we noted that the lJ.S.
had in 1973 oaased to maintain large reserves Of storable farm commodities.
There is a lively debate going on in Congress and elsewhere on the need for
foodgrain reserves, how to design a declsionmaking algorlthm to tell us
how large stocks need to be for any particular situation, and what country
or organization should be responsible for maintalnlnq the stocks.
The relevance of reserve stock
serious attempt to build up reserve
storable agricultural commodities.
polzcles to the ihscussion 1s that any
stocks would add to the demand for
Thus an attempt to accumulate in five
years foodgrain stocks equal to estimated world consumption for one-half a
year would make demand during each year of that five-year period 1.1 times
annual consumption. This would be a considerable
and would make the economic environment even more
producers.
For feedgrains and soybeans, accumulation in
augmentation of demand,
favorable for foodgraln
two or three years of





to the demand for these crops during the period of
6. Conclusions and Summary
of this essay was to discuss the possibility that agricultural
in the short run and In the longrun, become a growth
20/ Page 7 and Table 2. —-64-
industry as a
energy-intens:
part of a program which would encourage the growth of less
ve econonxc activities. Compared to many other economic
activities, agriculture is indeed low on the scale of energy use, even
though the energy used is very crucial.
Next we examined the future demand for the products of agriculture.
Relatively modest increases are seen for domestic disappearance, but
relatively larger increases are seen as possible for exports. Domestic
demand will grow at a &lightly higher rate than population due to a low
income elasticity of demand for food in the U.S. Export demand prospects
will be strong for feedgrains and soybeans to help meet the growing demand
for livestock products in the developed countries. Foodgrain exports will
be needed for the developing countries, resulting from population and income
growth, crop failures due to natural causes and less than programmed rates
of growth in agricultural output. Another possible reason for favorable
foodgrain demand would result from a decision to rebuild world foodqrain
reserves. Corrolmratzon for the favorable demand prospects In the immediate
future is found in the very large Increases in the prices of aqrlcultural
products during the last ten months. Favorable long-run prospects are
supported by USDA projections.
We examined the future supply situation by looking at the yield increase
that might be expected during the next 10-15 years for export crops, and
the possibilities for bringing additional land into cultivation. Although
the rapid rates of growth in crop yields during the 1950’s and early 1960’s
have slowed down, the best indication is that substantial increases m
crop yields can be achieved during the next decade or two. An examination-65-
of the additional land that might be brought into production for crops
revealed that the outlook was favorable. Estimates made m the USDA
indicated that a 1973-85 increase of 32 million acres of harvested cropland
might well be feasible. Fanners harvested 28 million more acres in 1973
than m 1972, mostly land taken out of production by supply management
programs. For the increases to 1985, some “program-retired” land still can
be brought back into production, and there is a good deal of land used
for other purposes that could be brought into agricultural production, if
the economic climate were favorable. Productive capacity could be augmented
considerably by investments that would increase the acreage of mrigated
land.
Next, we considered the availability of inputs other than land that
would be necessary to achieve the 1985 production goals. In general, we
concluded that labor, machinery, and other purchased inputs except energy
and fertilizer would be readily available.
We also concluded that agriculture is not an energy-intensive activity,
but we emphasized that, with current technology, farmers simply cannot
produce high levels of output without the required energy supplles.
Meeting the implied production goals requires assured energy supplles.
The other input that has the potential to be troublesome is fertilizer,
particularly nitrogen. To achieve the necessary yields and to have
fertilizer for the additional crop~and needed w1ll call for substantial
increases In fertilizer capacity beyond those now belnq considered for
implementation by 1985.-6b -
The other requirement for meeting the Implled proclucl Ion qoalr II.
a favorable economic climate for farmers. One element In this would he
forward prices for the important storable farm commodities -- prices that
would be announced well before planting. Forward prices should be deter-
mined a year ahead, and should be kept reasonably close to expected world
prices. Needed for farmers’ lcmg-run planning purposes would be some
kind of “planning” price, a fall-back price that the farmer could be sure
would not be seriously breached within a given planning period. The target
and loan prices shown in Table 7 are much too low as forward prices for
1974, and probably too low as “planning prices” to induce farmers to make
the investments necessary to bring less productive land into production
during the next five years.
Several subsidiary issues were considered briefly. The perfection of
high-lysine corn -- a likely ev~lntin the near future -- would increase
domestic and export demand for Eeedgrain slightly. Continued rapid growth
m market acceptance of meat substitutes would relase several million acres
of land now used to produce feed for livestock. Minimum tillage would
reduce somewhat the energy requLred for agricultural crops, but not enouqh
to reverse the long-continuing upward trend in the use of energy ~n U.S.
agriculture. A continuing favorable economic cllmate for agricultural
crops would probably Induce a step-up In the rate of irrigation investment;
th~s would bring about Increases m agricultural productive capacity.
Worthy of research investigation IS the possibility of separating agricultural
residues into fuel and a nutrier~t-rich sludge that would be returned to
the SO1l. Next we discussed some of the research that would contribute
to achieving the production goals for 1985.-67-
We determined that the effect of reaching the production goals would
be to increase agricultural employment by a magnitude on the order of five
percent of existing agricultural employment, but that the efforts to reach
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Source: National inventory of Soil and Water Classjficatlon Needs -
Bat3icStatistics, USDA Statiqticdl Bulletin N{). ~+61, Wa~l)iII}:ton,
D.C.,January 1971.
* Uses of nonfederal rural land in 1967 (in millions of acre,s)were
438.2 for cropland, 102.4 for pastureland, 380.3 for rangeland,
462.7 for forest land, and 56.3 for other (Source, table 2), In
1969 uses of the entire land supply were (again In milllona of acres):
cropland 475, grassland 604, forest 724, other 284, and special
uses (recreation, urban, public installations, etc,) 177 (from
1973 Handbook of Agricultural Charts, USDA Agricultural Handbook
No. 455 October 1973). p. 25.
** For a complete description of the land capability classes, see
Appendix II of the source, pp. 205-207. From 2/3 of our Land: A
National Inventory, USDA, Soil Conservation Service, Program AT1)
No. 984, 1971, we duote” “Soils in classes I, TT and III ale suitable
for regular cultivation of most field crops and for a wide range of
other uses. Soils in class IV are marginal for growing field crops.
Soils in classes V, VI, VII, and VIII generally are not suitable for
growing ordinary field crops but can be used for other purposes,
Including growing some horticultural crops.” (p.7).
$0~~~ Inventory acreage of 1,438 million acres = total land area of
2,268 million acres minus 760 million acres of federal noncropland
minus 61 million acres of urban and built-up minus 7 million acres of
water area.